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Sunny Side of Life 365 Days @ Maldives
Luxury Trails in Maldives

Experience a Lagoon Wine Tasting - Some of
the resorts in Maldives brings you the serene
“lagoon wine tasting” experience. What can be
better than a spectacular sapphire hue in between
the waters and wine tasting sessions placed
around the lagoons. One of the popular lagoon
wine tasting session is organised around 6-7 pm
near the sunset hours. Enjoy some exquisite
wine, while standing on the water against the
backdrop of the azure sea and stunning sunset.

Enjoy Sandbank Picnics - Sandbank picnics in
Maldives are a must with family. Resorts provide
everything including a private boat and butler
service. With zero level of pollution and serene
island surroundings, you can either enjoy beach
volleyball or relax on the beach. Enjoy helping
your kids in beach combing or simply enjoy the
nature!

It’s time for some Island Hopping - The
destination provides plenty of opportunities to go
island hopping and exploring the paradise on
your own. These typically include a visit to an
inhabited island with an escorted walk around
the sandy streets or an opportunity to buy
souvenirs and have tea in a café. Since boats are
the taxis of the islands it’s possible to hire one to
get from one island to another.

Cultural Side of Life - Maldives is not only
about the sandy white beaches and luxury
resorts; it has a colourful cultural side as well.
There are many joyous traditional dances like the
“Dhandi Jehun”, “Bolimalaafath Neshun”,
“Maafathi Neshun”, “Bandiyaa Jehun” and
“Kadhaa Maali”. These fascinating dances are
very energetic, having nearly 30 people moving
in complete synchronization with each other,
making it a jaw dropping site to watch.
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